Motivation: The goal of many genome-wide experiments is to explain the changes between the analyzed conditions. Typically, the analysis is started with a set of differential genes DG and the first step is to identify the set of relevant biological processes BP. Current enrichment methods identify the involved biological process via statistically significant overrepresentation of differential genes in predefined sets, but do not further explain how the differential genes interact with each other or which other genes might be important for the enriched process. Other network-based methods determine subnetworks of interacting genes containing many differential genes, but do not employ process knowledge for a more focused analysis.
Introduction
High-throughput experiments such as microarrays or RNAseq are usually done differentially to compare the gene expression between two or more experimental conditions, and one is interested in the differences between the conditions. Standard statistical preprocessing and analysis determines a set of differentially expressed genes DG. To better understand the differences, affected biological processes are identified using the DG. The ultimate goal is to understand how these involved processes determine the different phenotypes and the measured (differential) data. However, genome-wide highthroughput experiments often yield long lists of differential genes.
The in detail analysis of many differential genes is time-consuming at best and the overall interpretation of DG is difficult.
Therefore, gene set enrichment methods are used to determine which processes are associated with a predefined set of so called terminal nodes, typically the differential genes, more often than expected by chance. There are various methods available for this task (reviewed in Khatri and Draghici, 2005; Khatri et al., 2012) . Overrepresentation analysis approaches test whether the genes of DG are associated with a biological process more often than expected as quantified via a hypergeometric test. The disadvantage of these types of methods is that genes have to be classified beforehand as differential or not differential and that the cutoff used is somewhat artificial but can have a large impact on the results. This problem is addressed in approaches such as Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (Subramanian et al., 2007) which ranks the genes by their fold change (fc) or p-value and uses a Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic to assess the significance of the gene set. Enrichment methods yield ranked lists of pathways or processes that are over-represented for the given experimental data. Although this can yield interesting and unexpected insights which processes are involved in the changes between the experimental conditions, it usually is only the first step of the analysis. Often, one is interested in a certain aspect of the experiment or it is known beforehand from the design of the experiment, from previous experiments, or from previous prior knowledge, which processes are important, but one is more interested in the mechanistic details how the genes interact within the process and how consistent the interactions are with the measured data and evidence.
If one is interested in the details of how the genes interact, an underlying network and network search methods can be used (reviewed in Mitra et al., 2013) . These methods find subnetworks that contain many differential genes. These subnetworks are often subsequently tested for enriched processes so that it is possible to find subnetworks enriched for a process or a combination of processes which can give insights in how these processes are connected. However, there is no method that takes prior knowledge of an involved process explicitly into account. So, no focused analysis of a specific process is possible if one is interested in a certain aspect of the experiment, but one has to hope that a subnetwork enriched for the process of interest is among the returned top scored subnetworks. Moreover, the resulting subnetworks are often quite large and difficult to interpret.
SteinerNet (Huang and Fraenkel, 2009 ) finds the optimal prizecollecting Steiner tree, that is it determines the tree with minimal edge distance that connects most terminal nodes. For SteinerNet, edge distances are derived from the reliability of the edges. In the prize-collecting variant of the Steiner tree problem not all terminal genes have to be included, but the prize of adding an edge is balanced against the cost of omitting a terminal gene.
Another much-used network search method is jActiveModules (Ideker et al., 2002) . In this method, subnetworks are scored by an aggregated z-score that indicates how much the scores of the genes in the subnetwork deviate from the overall distribution of expression scores in the experiment. A simulated annealing approach is then used to find high-scoring subnetworks.
HotNet2 (Leiserson et al., 2015) is a recent method that is based on network propagation. The experimental measurements are used as heat scores that are propagated along the edges to the neighboring nodes. 'Hot' subnetworks are then returned as the interesting subnetworks.
More and more gene set enrichment methods that take network information into account to score and rank the BPs (reviewed in Mitrea et al., 2013) have been proposed. Gene Graph Enrichment Analysis (GGEA) (Geistlinger et al., 2011) is one of these methods that is based on a notion of consistency in the network, which quantifies the compatibility of the measured data with the edge types. But also GGEA first of all delivers a network score which is used to rank the processes in question.
Here, we propose RelExplain, a method that is designed to analyze a particular biological process bp in the context of a given network to unravel the relevant relationships of the involved genes in the process. A typical workflow would be to identify interesting processes by enrichment methods and then analyze them in more detail with RelExplain. RelExplain returns a connected subnetwork that contains most differential genes within the process and, if necessary, further genes to connect them. To select these genes various aspects such as the corresponding experimental data and their annotated processes are taken into account. The interactions in the subnetworks can be used as a starting point for new hypotheses that may be validated in further targeted experiments.
For a semantically meaningful and, thus, interpretable explanation it is crucial to provide a mapping between the kind of measured data and the type of interactions and relations in the network. This mapping will then enable to define reasonable measures of plausibility, consistency and interestingness for edges, genes and whole subnetworks, e.g. RelExplain solutions and/or biological processes. Altogether these measures should not only allow for a better quantification whether certain biological processes are affected according to the measured data, but also to provide detailed insights into which edges and regulations of target genes are compatible with a pathway hypothesis or at least which edges are interesting in one way or the other (consistent or inconsistent) with a network hypothesis given the actual measured data.
Furthermore, as there are often multiple similarly optimal or suboptimal subnetworks, we provide an interactive tool to inspect alternative paths in the subnetwork. Although minimal solutions provide compact representations of how the genes interact, a biological pathway needs not be minimal, but will contain redundant paths. Using the interactive RelExplain tool one can find highscoring alternative paths and decide whether they should be included in the subnetwork or not.
Materials and Methods

Network
RelExplain allows to use (directed and undirected) networks compiled from various sources, such as textmining edges, protein-protein interactions (PPI), gene regulation networks or post-translational modifications. Each edge between two nodes can consist of several edge instances, if it is derived from several sources. An edge can, e.g. be a PPI and a phosphorylation and would be represented by two edge instances, one from the PPI database and one from the posttranslational modification source. Each edge instance is annotated with its type (e.g. gene regulation), its reliability (e.g. manually curated database) and its source (e.g. YEASTRACT).
Whereas RelExplain is designed to use heterogeneoues data and network types, here we use only regulatory transcription factor: target gene (TF:TG) networks from YEASTRACT (Teixeira et al., 2013) and RELEX (Fundel et al., 2007) textmining edges.
As standard of truth networks we employ hand-curated networks for the diauxic shift in yeast as assembled from Geistlinger et al. (2013) .
RelExplain uses the networks to compute scores for a biological process bp based on the nodes in the bp and the edges between them in order to produce a compact interpretable representation of them via visualized networks. Internally, RelExplain keeps track of types and any additional annotations to edges and nodes. These additional information can be queried and visualized via the interactive RelExplain tool.
Assigning distances to edges
Most network-based methods use not only the edges, but also data associated to them such as the length of an edge (distance) and/or its reliability (p-values or other measures of statistical significance). E.g. finding the best Steiner tree asks for computing a tree with the shortest length/distance connecting a set of predefined set of (terminal) nodes. Given an edge from any input network with a specific type, the associated distance should reflect how good the edge semantically fits the measured data in the experiment. Moreover, edges can be inside the bp (both its nodes are in the analyzed bp), connecting the bp to the outside (one node in bp, the other not), or outside (both nodes are not contained in the bp). RelExplain tries to connect the terminal nodes from the bp (e.g. the differential genes contained in bp) via edges within the bp with an as small as possible overall distance. If necessary, outside nodes are also used and even outside edges, both incurring a respective penalty.
Scoring of nodes
We first score the nodes in the given input network such that genes that should be included in the RelExplain solution, because they are differential in the data or belong to the analyzed biological process bp (or a similar one), receive a high score. For expression data as used here, the absolute fc is used as node score. Alternatively, if available, p-values can be used in the scoring of nodes (see Supplementary Material). To favor genes that belong to bp or a closely related process, we subtract a process penalty from the score of the gene node. The process penalty for a process P is defined via the Jaccard distance d(P, bp) of P with bp. For any gene node G annotated to some processes P i , we subtract the minimum distance of any P i to the biological process bp in question (penaltyðGÞ ¼ min i dðP i ; bpÞ). If subtracting the penalty would produce a negative score, a score of 0 is assigned to the node.
Gene nodes that belong to bp receive a process penalty of 0, while genes that are annotated to processes that share no genes with the analyzed process receive the maximal penalty of 1.
Scoring of edges
Next, we assign a score to each edge in the network. For edges that consist of multiple edge instances (that is they are derived from multiple sources), each edge instance is scored separately and the best, i.e. highest, score is used for the edge. First, the combined node score n is defined as the mean score of the two adjacent nodes.
For expression data and gene regulatory edges with annotated sign (the edge is activating or inhibiting) a consistency score c similar to GGEA is used. An activating edge is consistent if the source and target are changing in the same direction, whereas an inhibiting edge is consistent if they are changing in opposite directions. The impact of this score should depend on how much the target gene of the regulation is changing (quantified by the fc) as this indicates the impact of the regulation. Therefore, we define the consistency score to be the node score of the target if the edge is consistent and À1 times the node score if the edge is inconsistent.
As the network used by RelExplain consists of edges from various sources, the reliability of the edges varies. Edges that are derived from text mining or high-throughput experiments are more error-prone than edges from manually curated databases or low-throughput experiments. Depending on the evidence for the edge a reliability score r can be assigned according to Supplementary  Table S1 .
The final score of the edge s edge is a weighted combination of the node score n, the consistency score c and the reliability score r:
The weights of the subscores (w n , w c and w r ) can be adjusted by the user to reflect the relative importance of these factors, as default w n ¼ w c ¼ 0:45 and w r ¼ 0:1 are used.
To calculate distances (edge lengths) from these scores, the maximal score of all edges is determined and the difference of the edge score to this maximal score is used as distance.
RelExplain Steiner tree approximation
The goal of RelExplain is to explain the interactions for the measured data within a given biological process bp. A set of nodes in bp is designated as terminal nodes. In this paper we define the terminal nodes as the differential genes in the analyzed process bp. A RelExplain explanation is a Steiner tree that connects all terminal nodes (if possible within bp). A Steiner tree is a tree with minimal edge distance that connects all terminal nodes, but can also contain non-terminal nodes.
As the Steiner tree problem is NP-complete (Karp, 1972) we use an approximation to find the Steiner tree. The complexity of this approximation scales with the size of the network. As we do not want to include long paths containing many insignificant nodes, in a preprocessing step we restrict the network to the d-hull around the terminal nodes. The parameter d indicates how many non-terminal nodes are allowed on a path between two terminal nodes.
The approximation starts with the shortest path between two terminal nodes, which can be computed using the Dijkstra algorithm ( Fig. 1(i) ). In each subsequent step, the shortest path connecting a not yet connected terminal node to any node in the growing Steiner tree is added ( Fig. 1(ii) ). When all terminal nodes are added to the Steiner tree ( Fig. 1 (iii) ), we check for each non-terminal node whether there is an alternative path in the tree such that the induced graph is still connected without this node ( Fig. 1 (iv) ). Note that this simple heuristic procedure always constructs a tree as cycles cannot occur. The final improvement step prunes superfluous nodes if a connected tree can be produced with fewer non-terminal nodes.
On the other hand, alternative paths of similar length can, as an option, also be included into the final RelExplain solution. The iterative addition of shortest paths to connect terminal nodes is geared at paths inside bp but, depending on the edge length, can also include nodes and edges outside the bp. . Iteratively, the remaining terminal nodes are connected to the Steiner tree by their shortest path to any node in the current Steiner tree (subfigure (iii)). For each non-terminal node, it is checked whether it is necessary to connect the terminal nodes in the graph induced by the Steiner tree. Thereby, the node between B and D could be removed from the Steiner tree RelExplain is a heuristic and very fast: RelExplain adds the terminals one at a time via a fast procedure, a Dijkstra search starting from one terminal node to another node already in the Steiner tree. Thus, the overall worst case complexity of RelExplain is OðjTNj Ã ðjEj þ jVj log jVjÞÞ, where TN are the terminal nodes, and V and E are the nodes and edges of the used network. In practice, due to the locality and possible 'small world'-features of the network, RelExplain is much faster.
Finding alternative paths
Often small variations of a subnetwork yield almost optimal scores, but most methods only report the best-scoring subnetwork. Similarly, RelExplain heuristically aims at computing the Steiner tree with the smallest distance. But as mentioned earlier, the tree can be extended by alternative paths of the same (or similar) distance. Of course, these paths only increase the overall length of the solution, but may add relevant explanations within the biological process bp closely connected to the rest of the solution. Moreover, as the used scores, networks and experimental data are not perfect, suboptimal paths may also be important for the biological interpretation of the solution network. Therefore, RelExplain allows to add these slightly suboptimal variations to the solution in order to include redundant regulations into the solution network that are missing in the optimal Steiner tree.
However, if all alternative variations are included in the subnetwork, it can become rather large and, thus, hinder its interpretation. Typically, RelExplain allows only for alternative paths which score very close to the optimal one (paths having a distance at most times longer than the optimal distance).
RelExplain , however, shows that RelExplain is quite robust with respect to alternative and optimal paths, which implies that redundant regulations typically remain quite compact (instead of yielding very large solutions covering larger parts of the whole network).
In the interactive mode of RelExplain, the user can select any two nodes and find all suboptimal paths between those nodes with any user-defined deviation from the optimum. These redundant suboptimal paths are found by a breadth-first search keeping track of all paths from the start node until the error threshold or the end node is reached. Again, this procedure is very fast. It is also fast to add all -suboptimal paths instead of only the optimal path during the approximation of the Steiner tree.
Evaluation using manually curated subnetworks
The evaluation of network-based methods is challenging as there are no comprehensive gold standard networks or methods to simulate data realistically. The best way is to use curated networks for wellstudied processes even though they do not necessarily have to be complete. Geistlinger et al. (2013) manually curated context-dependent subnetworks for the diauxic shift in yeast. Overall, the diauxic shift network is partitioned into eight subnetworks, such as gluconeogenesis, glyoxylate cycle or TCA cycle. These subnetworks are supposed to contain all edges that are relevant for the different subprocesses during the diauxic shift and, thus, can be used as a gold standard for RelExplain. The typical input for network methods, however, are biological networks that contain interactions/regulations for several conditions. Thus, these generic networks also contain nodes and edges that need not be active in the analyzed condition. Network methods should be able to extract relevant subnetworks for the specific context (such as the diauxic shift subnetworks) from larger networks with many more irrelevant edges.
In our evaluation, we use the manually curated diauxic shift gluconeogenesis subnetwork as gold standard to investigate whether RelExplain and other methods can reproduce these networks given experimental diauxic shift data (DeRisi et al., 1997) and a network that contains the edges from the gold standard network and additional unspecific decoy edges. As terminal nodes we choose the set of differential genes, i.e. genes with an absolute log 2 fc larger than 1.
To use a realistic setup for the decoy edges, we choose two real networks, the textmining network RELEX (9129 additional edges between 2849 nodes) and the gene regulatory network Yeastract (35393 additional edges, 6191 nodes), and randomized their edges. As especially gene regulatory networks such as Yeastract have a special degree distribution with few transcription factor nodes (hubs) with many outgoing edges and many target genes with few incoming edges, we used a rewiring procedure which keeps both the hubs and the degrees of the nodes invariant.
Even for the diauxic shift network and diauxic shift data only a small fraction of the nodes in the subnetworks are actually differential in the experimental data. As network methods aim at identifying subnetworks with many differential nodes they are unable to identify the complete gold standard gluconeogenesis network, which contains many unchanged nodes. Thus, to make their task easier, we define the gold standard as follows: We start with the terminal nodes (jfcj > 1) that are contained in the Geistlinger gluconeogenesis subnetwork. The edges of the gold standard are all edges of the Geistlinger network connecting these nodes. This network is then extended by additional nodes and edges in order to minimally connect the individual components of the gold standard network. If there are multiple alternative non-terminal nodes that could be used to connect terminal genes all alternative gold standards are considered.
We applied RelExplain, SteinerNet, jActiveModules and HotNet2 using standard parameters and, furthermore, a variant of RelExplain that includes all alternative and suboptimal paths while building the Steiner tree with error margin ¼ 1%. jActiveModules needs p-values, but as no replicates are available for the DeRisi data, we calculated p-values from the z-scores. HotNet2 returned many very small subnetworks. Thus, for the evaluation we also considered the combination (union) of all subnetworks that contained at least one terminal node, even though these combined solutions are not necessarily connected.
SteinerNet, jActiveModules and HotNet2 have no information concerning the process that should be analyzed and use the whole network and associated experimental data as input. Therefore, we also applied adapted (þ)-versions SteinerNetþ/jActiveModules þ/HotNet2þ that use only the genes within the analyzed process as input (see Supplementary Material).
All applied methods return a solution network consisting of a subset of the nodes of the input network and all edges between these nodes. The performance of the respective methods is assessed based on the included nodes. For each resulting solution network the f-measure with respect to the gold standard is calculated and if multiple networks are computed, the solution with the highest f-measure is used.
Application to TCGA data
To demonstrate the versatility of RelExplain, we also applied it to a set of 106 breast cancer patient data from TCGA (Cancer Genome Atlas Network and others, 2012) for which both tumor and normal tissue samples were measured via RNAseq. For each patient data local fcs (Erhard and Zimmer, 2015) between tumor and normal samples were calculated and enriched GO categories were identified using hypergeometric and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. The GO category 'ERK1 and ERK2 cascade' was enriched for 90% of all patients. Therefore, we selected this category as an example biological process bp to be analyzed in more detail by RelExplain.
In this example, we use the median of the fcs over all patients for the node score. Genes for which the complete confidence interval of the local fc lies above 0.2 or below À0.2 in at least 70% of all patients were defined as terminal nodes. As network we used RELEX (Fundel et al., 2007) text mining edges from PUBMED abstracts that contain the term 'breast cancer'.
We also applied SteinerNet to this data and network. As probability for the edges we used 1 À p where p is the p-value of the hypergeometric test of the node co-occurrences in the breast cancer context compared with the background. From the resulting subnetwork, the nodes associated with the 'ERK1 and ERK2 cascade' were identified, highlighted and compared with the solution identified by RelExplain.
Results
Diauxic shift data
The network we use is the hand-curated comprehensive diauxic shift network by Geistlinger et al. (2013) . The unique feature of this network is that it is focused on a specific biological process (the diauxic shift in yeast) and, thus, as one of very available few examples, can serve our evaluation purposes here. Moreover, standard and wellstudied experimental data (DeRisi et al., 1997) is available as well as high-quality representations of biological processes in question (here gluconeogenesis as curated by Geistlinger et al.) . This subnetwork of the diauxic shift network is then restricted to the smallest subnetwork that contains all differential genes to provide an interpretable concise gold standard.
This setup is then employed to assess whether different methods including RelExplain can provide reasonable explanations of the experimental evidence in the investigated context given networks with a mixture of unspecific decoy and the curated diauxic shift edges. Overall, we evaluated 8 different methods on 3 different background networks, altogether 24 approaches. The results are summarized in Table 1 . As comparison we used three standard network analysis tools: jActiveModules (Ideker et al., 2002) , HotNet2 (Leiserson et al., 2015) and SteinerNet (Huang and Fraenkel, 2009 ). They cover quite heterogeneous approaches to the problem. Note that none of these methods is directly able to solve our problem. Therefore, we used the (þ)-versions of these tools to improve their results towards reproducing the intended gold standard. In addition, we also list the performance of the variant of RelExplain adding the suboptimal and alternative paths to the minimal RelExplain solution. Table 1 lists for each method and network the f-measure, the overlap with the gold standard, the size of the solution, and the number of the nodes in the solution contained in the gluconeogenesis subnetwork.
The first block shows the results of the eight methods applied to the edges within the diauxic shift network only. RelExplain and SteinerNet perfectly reproduce the gold standard for this artificial setup. Surprisingly, jActiveModules includes several nodes outside the gold standard into the solutions and excludes others. Using the (þ)-version of jActiveModules a quite small subnetwork with only 6 nodes is returned. HotNet2 also yields an incomplete subnetwork that misses several important factors of the process. The solution of HotNet2þ is larger, but still not all nodes in the gold standard are covered (15 out of 19). Overall, the overlap with the gold standard as quantified by the f-measure drops from 1.0 to about 0.4.
In the second block, the methods are given the edges of the gluconeogenesis subnetwork and, in addition, the randomized edges of the RELEX text mining network (more than 9000 edges). RelExplain and SteinerNetþ are again able to reconstruct the gold standard in this case. The HotNet2þ solution contains the gold standard but adds another 20 nodes outside the process to its solution (f-measure ¼ 0.65). Both jActiveModules and SteinerNet return huge networks with 155 and 553 nodes, respectively. Of course, these networks (f-measure of 0.161 and 0.056) would be hard to interpret even though they contain most (but not all!) of the gold standard nodes (14 and 16 out of 19). These methods are not designed to identify the subnetwork that best explains a given process and do not employ process annotations. Thus, they return subnetworks that contain many differential genes that are not contained in the gluconeogenesis process. Again, jActiveModulesþ and HotNet2 return only few nodes and, thus, only a very small part of the gold standard solution. The f-measure drops to about 0.06.
If also the randomized edges of Yeastract (>35 000 edges) are added, the results are qualitatively similar. Again, SteinerNetþ and RelExplain perform best, but are no longer able to perfectly reconstruct the gold standard (three nodes are missing). The corresponding subnetworks are shown in Figure 2 . Both SteinerNetþ and RelExplain include transcription factors that are not contained in the gold standard. As SteinerNetþ gets only the experimental data of the genes within the gluconeogenesis subnetwork as an input, it can select these genes only because of their connectivity in the network while RelExplain also takes their process annotation and experimental data into account. As a result, RelExplain selected two TFs with an absolute fc above 0.5 while SteinerNetþ selects an unchanged TF. RelExplain favors TFs with consistent regulations, which are likely biologically meaningful. Thus, in Figure 2 all edges in the RelExplain solution are consistent with the measured data (colored green) whereas SteinerNetþ also contains edges with unknown status (orange edges). HotNet2 is the only method for which the (þ)-variant yields larger solutions than the normal variant. Apparently, HotNet2þ ignores all nodes without measurement, so that the solutions are restricted to bp. Given the complete data, HotNet2 returns many very small subnetworks that remain unconnected if merged. jActiveModulesþ yields a very small solution of little use. The original unrestricted versions SteinerNet and jActiveModules result in very large solutions with 683 and 1197 nodes with tiny f-measures, respectively.
Optimal subnetworks are often not realistic as they are minimal while biological networks exploit redundant paths. To take this into account, RelExplain offers the possibility to search for alternative paths with similar score. This mode yields larger (i.e. more sensitive) solutions that may have a larger overlap with the (by construction minimal) gold standard, but due to the added genes the f-measure is smaller compared with the normal RelExplain run. In any case, the variants are quite robust as they increase the solutions only moderately. RelExplain solutions are, thus, useful starting points for interactive exploration of explanations including alternative, redundant paths.
Supplementary Figure S1 shows the subnetworks for the most realistic setup with the $45 000 randomized edges (RELEX and Yeastract) for all evaluated methods. As can be seen, SteinerNetþ (f) computes a reasonable solution with good overlap with the gold standard, but other solutions are highly unfocused (e þ g), small (h) or fragmented (i), which would prohibit a useful explanation of the experimental evidence in the context of the gluconeogenesis.
Breast cancer data
RelExplain is a fast and pragmatic method for network analysis and network search towards constructing interpretable explanations. As assessed on standard microarray expression measurements and a quite simple complete regulatory system in yeast with a fairly complete and accurate context-dependent network (the 'diauxic-shift network' of Geistlinger et al.) . RelExplain exhibits clear deficiencies of other methods and appears to provide plausible network models as explanations of measured experimental data sets. Here, we report on the application of RelExplain to a larger set of human sequencing data sets from TCGA and investigate its explanatory power on the well-studied ERK signaling pathway.
We analyze NGS data sets from the TCGA compendium (Cancer Genome Atlas Network and others, 2012) for which cancer and normal conditions have been measured for 106 breast cancer patients. As gold standard networks and biological processes are not available we use GO categories instead and compute explanations in the GO class 'ERK1 and ERK2 cascade' (GO ERK ) as this GO category was enriched in nearly all patients. We applied both RelExplain and SteinerNet, which performed reasonably for the diauxic shift data in yeast. The resulting subnetworks are shown in Figure 3 . The solution of RelExplain consists almost exclusively of terminal nodes that are part of the selected category GO ERK (bright green nodes). The genes that were unchanged or not part of the ERK cascade process are known breast cancer relevant genes such as BRCA1, ERBB2 or ESR1. Among the upregulated genes are many growth factors such as EGF, FGF2, IGF1 and FDF10, which are also all associated with the ERK cascade. Most of them are connected to the growth factor receptor EGFR, which can activate the ERK phosphorylation cascade, ultimately leading to proliferation. EGF is known to be released from the plasma membrane after GPER1 activation by estrogen and can then itself activate EGFR (Filardo and Thomas, 2012) . As the regulations downstream of EGFR along the ERK signaling cascade are on the phosphorylation level the corresponding genes need not change in the expression data. The expression data do not yield useful information on these regulations and, thus, they are not included in the RelExplain subnetwork explaining the RNAseq data.
SteinerNet has been applied to compute the Steiner tree for all terminal nodes and all nodes that are associated with the category GO ERK are highlighted (red boxes). The resulting tree is quite large and cannot be easily interpreted. Some of these highlighted genes are only connected to the other genes via long paths (e.g. KRAS is connected by a path of length 5 to EGFR). Altogether, the SteinerNet solution contains only six terminal nodes (blue nodes) that are highlighted in Figure 3 . The known regulation of EGFR by EGF and GPER1 is missing as well as most upregulated growth factors. As compared with the RelExplain solution SteinerNet both (i) includes more nodes into its solution and (ii) misses many factors and regulations important for the biological process in question. Obviously, based on the SteinerNet solution an in-detail interpretation of the breast cancer data in the context of the ERK signaling process is hampered. Although many downstream phosphorylation events cannot (in principle) be observed in the data and are, thus, missing in the solution, the RelExplain network yields a much simpler explanation of the data at hand and yields a compact representation of the experimental evidence for the ERK signaling process. An overview of the results of all methods is given in Supplementary Table S1.
Discussion
Set enrichment methods identify the relevant sets of genes from a collection of candidate sets via appropriate statistical tests. If this collection is derived from a set of pathways or processes they can also identify those pathways which appear to be deregulated in a given experiment based on a statistically significant number of differential genes. Typically, these methods do not evaluate or explain how exactly the involved genes interact and regulate each other.
On the other hand, pure network approaches ignore the functional annotations, so that the resulting subnetworks are not limited to a particular biological process. This leads to large and unfocused solutions which severely impair the interpretation and usefulness of the results. Obvious workarounds would be, in a post-processing step, to restrict the solution to the nodes (and thus edges) that are annotated to the process. The restricted solutions can, however, be suboptimal as the process information was not used during the construction of the solution such that important factors for a meaningful explanation of the process can be missing. For example, two terminal nodes in the process could be connected by a node that does not belong to the process even though there exists another node in the process that also connects those nodes and would make more sense within the used process context.
We propose RelExplain, a method that takes both, the network and the functional annotations (processes) explicitly into account to explain a given experiment in a process context. RelExplain identifies subnetworks that are specific for a given process so that a more focused interpretation is possible. The functional annotation is utilized in the scoring of the edges so that nodes within the process context or within similar processes are included preferentially.
RelExplain solutions strive to produce minimal Steiner trees connecting the terminal nodes to enable a focused interpretation. However, these solutions biologically need not be minimal, but often several alternative and/or redundant paths exist and can also be simultaneously active in biological processes. Depending on the context and the data, these alternative paths can score as good or only slightly worse than the optimal paths and, therefore, they are presumably also of interest for a biological interpretation. Most network-based analysis methods aim at producing optimal, i.e. minimal solutions, so that these alternatives necessarily have to be omitted (e.g. in optimal Steiner trees). To enable both a focused and a more Fig. 3 . Results for the breast cancer data and the ERK1 and ERK2 cascade for RelExplain (a) and SteinerNetþ (b). For SteinerNet the genes that are contained in GO ERK are highlighted in red. Genes are colored green/red/yellow depending on whether they were up/downregulated/unchanged. Brightly colored genes are contained in the ERK1 and ERK2 cascade. Arrows with a green/red tip are known to be activating/inhibiting and the color indicates whether they are consistent (green), inconsistent (red) or cannot be evaluated (orange).
holistic interpretation RelExplain can compute minimal solutions, as well as extended solutions containing alternative paths and suboptimal paths (which are only suboptimal by a small margin ).
Moreover, RelExplain provides an interactive mode in which all alternative and suboptimal paths as well as neighborhoods of the solution can be explored together with the experimental evidence as given by the respective experimental data. We expect that using this mode one can explore the solution space and get a more comprehensive view of the genes involved and their exact role in the process as indicated or supported by the experimental data.
The approach and implementation of RelExplain allows to easily incorporate alternative scoring schemes. Thus, it can not only be used for expression data as shown in this paper, but also for other types of genome-wide data e.g. ChIP, DNase footprinting, time series data, proteomics, . . .) and even several heterogeneous datasets at the same time. An example application to genome-wide data observed for a cohort of individual breast cancer patients is briefly described above. RelExplain only requires that a score can be calculated from the data that measures whether a given edge of a certain type is interesting (supported by the data in the experimental context) and, thus, should be included in the resulting subnetwork.
When several measured data sets and several edge types are available, a match between data set and edge type is required in order to define meaningful scores for the implication of the respective edge on the actual data. As examples, DNA-array or RNA-seq expression data can be used to define implications of an active transcription factor on its target genes (but tells nothing about phosphorylation edges), or, PPI or textmining co-occurrence edges can be used to score co-expression of the connected nodes.
Conclusion
It is a major goal to model biological processes and mechanisms on a level that allows the accurate simulation of the process and to make predictions on its perturbation. A less far-fetching goal is to interpret sets of large-scale measurements in the context of such biological processes in order to assess whether the data sheds light on its workings. According to our experiments the current gene set enrichment methods and the network based analysis methods are not sufficient for any of these goals. Even if set enrichment methods would be perfect in identifying the relevant sets of genes, their further use for the analysis of data and/or biological processes is very limited and the user is left alone with these tasks. Literally hundreds of publications stop at this point of printing long lists of 'statistically significant' GO categories. Network based enrichment methods use more prior knowledge to improve the ranking of the relevant categories while network search methods use a given network to provide more insights into the internal structure of the data but without using the functional annotation. But there is no way to combine already obtained enrichment results into the network analysis, as the network search methods only use the experimental data and networks as inputs. Our experiments show that current network search methods have severe limitations to really mechanistically interpret the data and a biological process as they lack detail or focus, or both at the same time.
RelExplain is a simple significant area search method, which allows to compactly assemble and represent the evidence of the measured data for the prior knowledge available on a given biological process bp in question. RelExplain can work with different kinds of networks and several sets of heterogeneous measurements and integrates them into a concise network model for bp. This model allows via the RelExplain score and via visual inspection to directly assess the available evidence in the context of the available prior knowledge. RelExplain is algorithmically simple, very fast and can work with very large networks. It is robust in the sense that the resulting models are compact and focused to the process in question, but at the same time not excluding possible alternative or redundant paths. Moreover, the RelExplain models serve as entry points for interactive in depth analysis of both the underlying networks and the analyzed measured data. This is facilitated via extending the network by alternative and suboptimal paths as well as exploring network neighborhoods all, of course, in the context of the available experimental data.
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